ACS/Music Labs in CPMC

The labs in CPMC consist of the Instructional Computing Lab and 4 Production Suites. The ICL has 10 iMacs with identical software and 2 laptop workstations. All of the computers in the ICL have Akai keyboard controllers. The Production Suites consist of 2 Edit Suites with Pro Tools LE 8, a Video Suite and an Analog Synthesis Suite (also with Pro Tools LE 8). The suites have studio grade furniture, pro speakers and M-Audio keyboard controllers.

All of the computers, Digidesign equipment and keyboard controllers belong to ACS. The rest of the equipment (and furniture) belongs to Music. ACS manages the software and accounts in the ILC while Music manages the software and accounts in the suites.

All 14 computers have:
- Logic Pro 8
- Sibelius 5 (keyserver)
- Max/MSP/Jitter 5 (keyserver)
- Finale 2009 (keyserver)
- Ableton Live 7
- Reason 4
- Matlab R2007 (site license)
- Adobe CS3 (site license)
- Microsoft Office (site license)
- SoundHack
- PD

In addition, the Suites have:
- Pro Tools LE 8
- Final Cut Studio 2
- Peak 6
- Synful
- Pluggo
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